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In the age of social media, managing your message and communicating effectively during a crisis has never been 
more important for leaders and their organizations. Social media’s power to build image and to destroy 

reputation is making public relations more important, while many of the old methods of corporate 
communication have suddenly become outmoded. Join PR leader Bob Pickard and pollster Nick Nanos as they 

share some of their recent Canadian public opinion research on social media, fake news, and PR disasters — 
backed by practical recommendations for leaders who need to communicate effectively as they deal with 

digital disruption.

Bob is Principal of Signal Leadership Communication, a new social public relations firm for executives. Having 
built PR consulting businesses based in the United States, Japan, Korea, Singapore and Canada — and with one of 

the largest social media communities in the PR world — Bob is a respected leader in the international 
communications industry. He has more than 25 years of experience focused on providing counsel and creating 

campaigns for business leaders, several hundred of whom he has communications coached over the years.

Nik leads Nanos Research, one of North America’s most distinguished research companies. He is the pollster for 
CTV News, The Globe and Mail and Bloomberg News in Canada. He is regularly called upon by senior 

decision-makers to conduct research and provide strategic counsel. Recognized as a leader in the market and 
public opinion research industry, he has led over 1,000 quantitative and qualitative research projects using 

telephone, online and in-person data collection methods. He is also a co-founding partner of Signal Leadership Communication. 
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